Château du Moulin Noir
Montagne Saint Emilion 2011
Bordeaux, France
91 Points - Wine Align

$28.95 per bottle ($347.40 per case)
12 bottles per case
QUANTITY

1

SOLD OUT - CONTACT US
FOR DETAILS

Red Wine
Cabernet Franc, Merlot
Dry
Medium Bodied
750ml
13.50% alc./vol

Rich & Elegant
Softly-textured wine from an estate in
Montagne-Saint-Emilion. Moulin Noir consists of
seven hectares of vineyards on a good clay and
limestone site. The wine is a blend of 60%
Merlot and 40% Cabernet Franc and is aged 12
months in oak.
This notably complex right bank blend from a
satellite appellation of Saint-Emilion offers
appealing savoury notes along with a mineral,
iron component and liquorice spice. The oak
treatment is wonderfully integrated with wood
spice elevating the bright red fruit.
Harmoniously matured, graceful and very
elegant. The staying power of the finish is
impressive. Drinking very well now.
The high content of Merlot in this wines makes it
perfect with spicy Asian dishes like Korean

Actions

hotspots or Chinese food. It also pairs nicely
/

with roasted lamb or duck terrines and with fatty
cheeses like Comté.
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About the Winery
Château du Moulin Noir
This beautiful right-bank Bordeaux estate consistently produces high-value,
elegant and classic Merlot dominant wines and is considered one of the
most famous Château of this appellation. Located in Montagne-SaintEmilion, Château Moulin Noir consists of seven hectares of vineyards on
clay and limestone soils.
This château owes its name to a family feuddating back to the Middle Ages.
Two brothers were arguing about their father’s legacy with the youngest
brother being incredibly jealous that everything went to the elder. He was
so jealous that he burnt the château to the ground - Moulin Noir translates
to “blackened Mill”.

Press Reviews
Wine Align
91 Points - Sara d'Amato
This notably complex right bank blend from a satellite appellation of Saint-Emilion offers appealing savory notes
along with a mineral, iron component as well as licorice spice. The oak treatment is wonderfully integrated with
wood spice elevating the bright red fruit. Harmoniously matured, graceful and very elegant. The staying power of
the finish is impressive. Drinking very well now. Tasted January 2019.
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